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Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Speaker: Wendy - Thank you for joining the cycle 1 PERM regulation roll-out presentation. During today’s call we will provide an overview of the PERM and MEQC regulatory changes and how the changes apply to cycle 1 states, we will review the cycle 1, RY19 timeline, and finish up with next steps for cycle 1 states. Today’s webinar will provide states with the opportunity to ask questions but we do ask that if you are not speaking, please place your call on mute and refrain from placing the call on hold.  
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• The Affordable Care Act (ACA) included significant changes to Medicaid 
and CHIP eligibility processes that impacted the PERM program.  

• CMS implemented the Medicaid and CHIP Eligibility Review Pilots which 
took the place of the PERM and MEQC eligibility reviews for four years. 
These pilots enabled CMS to update the eligibility component 
measurement methodology in order to accurately measure improper 
payments based on the new provisions implemented under the ACA. 

• CMS issued the proposed rule outlining the changes to the PERM and 
MEQC programs in response to the new requirements under the ACA on 
June 22, 2016 (81 FR 40596).  
– We received 20 public comments

• The final rule published on July 5, 2017 (82 FR 31158)

Background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy - This slide provides an overview of the background on the PERM rule. As mentioned during the All-State Regulation Roll-out Webinar earlier this month, the rule was finalized as proposed with only a few minor changes.They are: Actions taken to reduce eligibility errors to avoid increases in improper denialsExtended timeframe for DR/AppealsJustification for active cases for MEQC



• Review Period
• Eligibility Review Responsibility
• Eligibility Universe
• Inclusion of Federally- Facilitated Exchange (FFE) Determination 

Cases 
• System Access Requirements
• Federal Improper Payments
• Sample Sizes
• Difference Resolution/Appeals
• Corrective Actions Plans (CAPs)
• Payment Reduction/Disallowances
• MEQC

Summary of Final Provisions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy – This slide lists the final provisions we will discuss today.  We are going to go through each one as it applies to cycle 1 specifically.



Review Period Shift
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Report Error 
Rates

November 2019

Previous Review Period
October 2017 September 2018

Report Error 
Rates

November 2019

New Review Period
July 2017 June 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy – The PERM review period has been adjusted from a Federal Fiscal Year to review payments made from July through June to align with state fiscal years and to provide additional time to complete the cycle before reporting improper payment rates.  The visual here shows both, the new review period (starts in July and ends in June of the following year) and Cycle 1’s previous (old) review period.As we move forward, to refer to this cycle, we are using the term RY 2019 (since that’s when the error rates will be reported) instead of Fiscal Year or FY 2018. This new review timeframe moves up cycle activities such as the cycle kick-off call and sampling due dates. Now I’ll turn it over to Sumayyah to discuss the next final provision Eligibility Review Responsibility



Item Componen
t Impacted

Previous 
Regulation

New 
Regulation

Rationale

Eligibility 
Review 
Responsibility

Eligibility States are 
required to 
conduct their 
own eligibility 
reviews and 
report results 
to CMS

A federal 
contractor
performs the 
PERM eligibility 
reviews with 
support from 
the state

• Reduce state burden
• Decrease review inconsistencies across states
• Confirmed experienced contractor can review 

consistently across states while continuing to 
recognize state-specific factors

• Developed processes to ensure effective and 
collaborative communication with states that 
minimizes burden

State Involvement:
• Provide policy information and case 

documentation to contractor as requested
• Provide access to eligibility system
• Monitor findings and request difference 

resolution/CMS appeal as necessary
• Develop corrective action plans to address 

findings

Eligibility Review Responsibility
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker-  SumayyahThis slide discusses the Eligibility Review ResponsibilityThe new regulation provides for a federal contractor to perform the PERM eligibility reviews with the support from the state. The Federal Review Contractor: Booz Allen Hamilton (BAH) will be responsible for the Eligibility Review. Previously, states were required to conduct their own eligibility reviews and report results to CMS. The new regulation provides for a federal contractor to perform the PERM eligibility reviews with the support from the stateThe goal here is to reduce state burden and decrease review inconsistencies across states. The process will be similar to managed care and FFS The states will provide policy information and case documentation to contractor as requested. The State will provide access their eligibility systems. The states will monitor findings and request difference resolution/CMS appeal as necessary and The states will develop corrective action plans (CAPs) to address findings. For Eligibility Reviews specific details such as Roles and Responsibilities are forthcoming and will be provided during the welcome webinars and state specific intake meetings. 



PERM Contractor Team

Booz Allen Hamilton
One Preserve Parkway, Suite 200

Rockville, MD 20852
301-838-3600

Central PERM mailbox:
PERM_ERC_RY2019@bah.com

Statistical Contractor (SC):
The Lewin Group

3130 Fairview Park Drive, Suite 500
Falls Church, VA 22042

703-269-5500
Central PERM mailbox:

PERMSC.2019@lewin.com
Review Contractor (RC):

Chickasaw Nation Industries
1300 Piccard Drive, Suite 204

Rockville, MD 20850
301-987-2180

General Mailbox: 
perm@permrc.com

Eligibility Review Contractor (ERC):

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy –This graphic identifies the PERM Contractor Team. We will discuss their individual and collaborative roles in the next few slides but I did want to mention Myers and Stouffer is subcontracting with BAH to conduct eligibility reviews so you will be familiar with the name.The Statistical Contractor or SC is the Lewin group. The Review Contractor  or RC is the Chickasaw Nation Industries or (CNI) and The Eligibility Review Contractor or the ERC is Booz Allen Hamilton – 

mailto:PERM_ERC_RY2019@bah.com
mailto:PERMSC.2019@lewin.com
mailto:perm@permrc.com
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Contractor Collaboration
State

Information Sharing

Data Sharing

Request Coordination

  State responses to universe QC questions
 State responses to RC/ERC reviewer 

questions

  Collaborative development of clear, direct 
questions to state

 Joint meetings with state as needed

  Precycle research
 Intake notes

 Weekly internal contractor meetings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: WendyAlthough there are three contractors,  we want to point out that all contractors will work together to:Share information, data, and request coordination, all with the goal of reducing state burden and ensuring contractor coordination. During the information sharing phase the PERM Contractor Team will: Conduct pre-cycle research, share intake notes, and participate in weekly internal contractor meetings and pre-cycle research.During the data sharing phase the PERM Contractor Team will: Respond to state responses to Universe quality control questionsRespond to RC/ERC reviewer questions.During the Coordination phase the PERM Contractor Team will: Collaborate on the development of clear and direct questions to the state and participate in joint meetings as needed.  
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Reducing State Burden

SC

 Collect states’ quarterly payment data
 Collect states’ quarterly payment data and select samples

 Calculate State and national error rates

 Universe submission survey and 
contact request

 State pre-cycle research
 Education webinar

 Contractor intake protocols
 Universe and details file layout

 State responses on universe quality 
control and review questions

 Error rate calculation and reporting
 Corrective action plan review

All Contractors

 Collection of federal and state policies
 Review of eligibility information in the MMIS 

vs. eligibility source system
 Review of FMAP

 Use of SMERF to report findings to the states

RC and ERC

Support reviews by ensuring complete and accurate data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic/slide demonstrates the federal contractors roles and federal contractors cross collaboration. We covered this slide in detail during the All state rollout call but I just want to highlight the collaboration between the contractors. I’ll turn it over to Nick to discuss the next final provisionAll Contractors (brown):- Universe submission survey and contact request- State pre-cycle research- Education webinar- Contractor intake protocols- Universe and details file layout- State responses on universe quality control and review questions- Error rate calculation and reporting- Corrective action plan reviewRC + ERC (orange):- Collection of federal and state policies- Review of eligibility information in the MMIS vs. eligibility source system- Review of FMAP- Use of SMERF to report findings to the statesSC + RC (purple):- Support reviews by ensuring complete and accurate dataSC + ERC (green):- Support reviews by ensuring complete and accurate dataThe RC Only (red):- Request medical records- Conduct data processing and medical records reviewsERC Only (yellow):- Set up access to state eligibility systems- Conduct eligibility reviewsSC Only (blue):- Collect states’ quarterly payment data- Collect states’ quarterly payment data and select samples- Calculate State and national error rates



Eligibility Universe
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State

Claims
Universe 

(payments)

Sample
for MR/DP 

Review

Eligibility 
Universe (cases)

Sample for 
Eligibility Review

Previous

New

State Claims Universe
(payments)

Sample for all 
reviews 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: NickAs mentioned during the all-state call, eligibility reviews, which were previously sampled from a separate eligibility universe, will now be sampled from the FFS and managed care universes and will be conducted on the beneficiary associated with the sampled claim. Using the FFS and MC sample for PERM eligibility reviews, the eligibility review will be focused on the most recent action/determination on the case that made the individual eligible on the sampled claim DOS. This change is meant to reduce state burden in submitting an additional universe and reduce program costs by eliminating federal dollars spent on reviewing eligibility cases for which no payments were made. CMS has noted that some commenters voiced concerns that the determination date for eligibility will be too old. However, testing during the ESC pilots found minimal differences in findings from the previous method and no issues preventing the completion of eligibility reviews regardless of the claim paid date or claim date of service. This slide provides a visualization of the change from sampling eligibility from a separate eligibility universe (in the top graphic) to sampling from the FFS and managed care (or claims) universe for all reviews (in the bottom graphic). Please note that this is a change from the last time eligibility was sampled for the PERM measurement, but no change will be seen on the claims side from the FY15 cycle. In addition, note that CMS is not requiring states to develop a separate negative case universe for PERM review, although it is possible for negative cases to be reviewed through PERM if relevant denied claims are sampled. States are expected to maintain important oversight of negative cases through the MEQC pilots.Turn over to Miranda



Federally- Facilitated Exchange (FFE) 
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Item Component
Impacted

Previous 
Regulation

New Regulation Rationale

Inclusion of 
Federally-
Facilitated 
Exchange (FFE) 
Determination 
Cases 

Eligibility N/A Errors that result solely from an 
incorrect determination of eligibility 
by the FFE will be included in the 
national improper payment rate, but 
not in state improper payment rates

States are only required to submit 
corrective actions for errors included 
in state improper payment rates

States that delegate 
authority to the FFE 
are required to 
accept FFE eligibility 
determinations with 
no further action

Conversely, errors resulting from incorrect state action taken on cases determined and 
transferred from the FFE or from the state’s annual redetermination of cases initially 
determined by the FFE will be included in state and national improper payment rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Miranda – This slide is only relevant to eligibility reviews. The FMAP rates could be different for more than just newly eligible adults, there are several eligibility categories and services that receive enhanced FMAP rates.AT files will be collected for both FFE-D and FFE-A states. As part of eligibility reviews moving forward, PERM will be reviewing eligibility determinations made by the Federally Facilitated Exchange, previously called the Federally Facilitated Marketplace (FFM).  This slide only applies to cases where the FFE solely made the determination of eligibility.In these cases, the state is required to accept the FFE’s determination of eligibility and then assign an applicant who is eligible to the correct eligibility categoryIf a client is incorrectly determined eligible by the FFE, the error will be included in the national improper payment rate, but not in the state’s improper payment rate. The state will not be required to submit corrective actions for errors by the FFE.PERM will also review the transfer of information from the AT file to the state system for accuracy, as well as the accuracy of the eligibility category placement and redeterminations made by the state. If an error is found in these parts of the process, the error will be included in the state’s improper payment rate and the state will be required to submit corrective action.Turn over to Wendy



Item Component
Impacted

Previous 
Regulation

New Regulation Rationale

System 
Access 
Requirements

All N/A States grant access to federal 
contractors to facilitate reviews 
to eligibility systems, and all 
systems that authorize 
payments, contain beneficiary 
demographics and provider 
enrollment information  

Decrease delays 
and burden
associated with 
the review 
process

System Access Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy –This slide describes the System Access Requirements. States are now required to grant federal contractors access to eligibility systems, all systems that authorize payments, systems that contain beneficiary demographics and provider enrollment information to facilitate reviews.  System access applies to all components,  eligibility, FFS and managed care.System access lessens the burden on states over the duration of the cycle and once access is granted, the process generally runs smoothly. The initial startup may require some additional effort on the states part but it pays off as the cycle progresses in decreasing state burden Remote access is preferred and in many cases, in depth or extensive training may not be necessary for the contractors as they have extensive experience with various systems. Important for states to note, if you are not familiar with your system access requirements, please familiarize yourself with the process and your state specific requirements. Things to know include: Required procedures for contractors to obtain access, timeframe to grant access, how long access is granted, when access expires, etc.Now I will turn it over to Miranda to discuss Federal Improper Payments. Cycle-Specific Calls-OnlyStates have the option of onsite or remote access (ONLY IF ASKED, do not mention this)If onsite access is the state’ preferred method, consider the following: # of designated state POCs or liaisons (policy clarification, documentation collection)Logistics (contractor seating, access to desktops, scanning, printing etc…)Length of time onsite. 



Federal Improper Payments
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Item Component
Impacted

Previous 
Regulation

New Regulation Rationale

Federal 
Improper 
Payments

All Improper payments 
only cited on total 
computable 
amount (i.e., 
federal share + 
state share)

Improper payments 
cited if the federal or 
state share is incorrect 
(even if total 
computable amount 
correct)

• An incorrect eligibility 
category assignment can 
result in the incorrect 
federal medical assistance
percentage (FMAP) being 
claimed by the state

• Size of the newly eligible 
adult category makes this 
change necessary to 
accurately identify federal 
improper payments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Miranda – (Include that we will collect the information, it will be housed in SMERF, and available for states to view)A change from the previous regulation is that improper payments will be cited if federal or state share is incorrect, not just when total computable amount is incorrect.If an applicant is assigned to the wrong eligibility category, the state may claim an incorrect FMAP for the service being provided.There are several eligibility categories that receive enhanced FMAP rates, like the newly eligible adult category. The size of these categories makes it necessary to accurately determine federal/state improper payments.The information will be housed in SMERF for states to view. 



Federal Improper Payments
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$0

$20

$40

$60
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$100
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$140

$160

Paid - FMAP Error Corrected FMAP

Claim Payment - $150

State Dollars Fed Dollars

Total Amount in 
Error Cited

State Dollars in 
Error Cited

Federal Dollars in 
Error Cited

Previous 
Regulation $0 N/A N/A

New Regulation $0 $25
(overpayment)

$25 
(underpayment)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Miranda – Stacey mentioned adding info on total computable amount states paid to providers won’t change, we will still calculate but we will have additional information about…. This is an example of the change to citing federal/state dollars in error.The total claim was correctly $150, and the person was eligible for the service, but they were in the wrong eligibility category. This resulted in a federal underpayment of $25 and a state overpayment of $25. Total computable amount that states paid to providers won’t change with these errors. We will still calculate the total computable amount, but we will have information about federal/state under/overpayments. One thing that I wanted to note is that recoveries based on Federal Share will not change. Recoveries have always been based on Federal Share of the payment only. This change will allow PERM to report only the Federal or State share of payments, which has not been possible before. Now I will turn over it over Megan to discuss sample sizes. 



Sample Size
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Previous New

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MeganPreviously, PERM calculated a sample size for each state and then added up the sample in order to determine the total national sample size. With the new methodology, PERM will have established national sample sizes for the FFS, MC, and Eligibility Review.PERM will then distribute the national annual sample size to each state depending on their previous improper payment rate, variability, and expenditures. This will allow for more predictable long term sample sizes within each states and for sampling in proportion to the size of the state’s program (expenditures)States will receive their preliminary sample when they receive their reporting information at the end of the cycle. However this does not take continued processing into consideration. State receive their final sample sizes shortly after their cycle kicks off.Cycle 1 specific: Sample size will be out shortlyCycle 2 specific: Preliminary sample sizes will be this November. Final sample sizes will be shortly after kickoff next summer (2018)Cycle 3 specific: Preliminary sample sizes will be November 2018. Final sample sizes will be shortly after kickoff summer 2019.



National 
Sample Size
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Component Medicaid CHIP

FFS 9,000 5,400

Managed Care 1,000 600

Eligibility 6,000 4,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MeganThese are the established national annual sample sizes and will remain the same throughout each cycle.Turn over to Wendy



Difference Resolution/Appeals
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Item Previous Regulation New Regulation Notes
Difference 
Resolutions
/

Appeals

Difference Resolution: 20 
business days

Appeals: 10 business days

Difference Resolution: 25 
business days 

Appeals: 15 business days

Extended the difference 
resolution time 
allowance and the 
appeal time allowance 
to allow states more 
time to research errors 
while still allowing the 
PERM process to be 
completed within a 
reasonable timeframe.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy - With the reintegration of eligibility and the addition of the ERC to the PERM process, we have extended the time frames for DR and appeals. This is a change from the proposed rule and is reflected in the final rule.  We have extended the difference resolution time allowance to 25 business days after the SUD report is published (previously 20) for states to request a DR and increased the appeal time allowance to 15 (previously 10) business days from the date the RC posts the DR decision. This will allow states more time to research errors while still allowing the PERM process to be completed within a reasonable timeframe.Just to note, States will use SMERF to request DR and appeals for DP MR and EligibilityTurn over to Tracy



Item Component
Impacted

Previous Regulation New Regulation Rationale

Corrective 
Action Plans 
(CAPs)

Eligibility States implement 
CAPs for all errors 
and deficiencies 
identified in the FFS, 
managed care and 
eligibility reviews

States continue to implement 
CAPs for all errors and 
deficiencies

*States will provide an 
evaluation of whether actions 
they take to reduce eligibility 
errors will also avoid 
increases in improper 
denials*

More stringent requirements 
added for eligibility should a 
state have consecutive PERM 
eligibility improper payment 
rates over the 3% national 
standard set per 1903(u) of 
the Act

Allowable
threshold for 
eligibility error 
rates is set by 
section 1903(u) of 
the Act

Corrective Action Plans (CAPs)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: TracyEach state is required to submit a Medicaid and a CHIP Corrective Action Plan (CAP) in accordance with PERM regulation and CMS PERM CAP guidance. The corrective action plans consists of Medicaid and CHIP FFS, Managed Care, and now Eligibility. A separate state specific Medicaid and CHIP CAP template will be provided to each state for completion which will now include an eligibility section.  In the template States must address all errors, deficiencies, and technical errors identified by the PERM review to include an evaluation of whether actions they take to reduce eligibility errors will avoid increases in improper denials.  The evaluation of whether actions taken to reduce eligibility errors to avoid increases in improper denials is a change from the proposed rule. **Need to call this out more – a change from the NPRM**In the CAP template state actions to reduce improper payment should be clear. If it is not clear CMS will request states to answer follow-up questions and provide updates to the CAP template if needed.    If a state has consecutive improper payment rates over the 3% national standard for Eligibility stricter guidelines will apply. Should a state have consecutive Eligibility improper payment rates over the 3% national standard A state will have to provide updates on bi-monthly basisA state will have to provide more details surrounding state implementation and evaluation of corrective actionsSome of the things that we expect states to address are Information about setbacks with alternative corrective actions or workarounds.Example demonstrating that corrective actions led to improvements that will reduce errors.Summary that demonstrates how the planned and implemented corrective actions will enable the state to meet the 3% threshold.CAPs still due 90 days after AFR releasePotential for overlap if states do not submit CAPs timelyNow I will turn it over to Bridgett to discuss disallowances



Payment Reductions/
Disallowances
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Item New Regulation Notes

Payment 
Reductions/
Disallowances

Payment 
reductions/disallowances 
under 1903(u) of the Act 
will only be applicable for 
eligibility reviews 
conducted during PERM 
years

States have the ability to 
demonstrate a good faith 
effort if unable to meet 
the national standard; A 
good faith effort is defined 
as meeting PERM CAP and 
MEQC pilot requirements

• Eligibility improper payment rates only calculated in a 
state’s PERM year

• CMS will only pursue disallowances if a state does not 
demonstrate a good faith effort to meet the national 
standard

• Not effective until a state’s second PERM eligibility 
measurement under the new final rule 

• Disallowance amount is the percentage by which the 
lower limit of the state’s eligibility improper payment 
rate exceeds 3%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Bridgett – Speaker: Bridgett – Couple key items about disallowances that we wanted to stress, even though this is not applicable to this cycle.  	First, payment reductions/disallowances under section 1903(u) of the Act will only be pursued after each state has been measured twice under this regulation, and will become effective with PERM review periods beginning 	on or                         after July 1, 2020. This provision affords states with the ability to demonstrate a good faith effort as defined in this regulation as an earlier effective date would not give states a chance to demonstrate, if needed, a good faith 	effort. 	So, what does this mean for Cycle 1 – the first time a payment reduction/disallowance could be applicable to a Cycle 1 state is under your next PERM Cycle, RY 2022 (Review period for your next cycle is                            7/1/2020-6/30/2021). (This provision affords states with the ability to demonstrate a good faith effort as defined in this regulation as an earlier effective date would not give states a chance to demonstrate, if needed, a                                  good faith effort).	As mentioned on the All-State Regulation Roll Out Call a couple weeks ago, CMS will only pursue disallowances if a state did not demonstrate a good faith effort to meet the national standard. Essential elements of a                         state’s showing of a good faith effort include the state’s participation in the MEQC pilot program and implementation of PERM CAPs.  So it is very important for your state to implement effective PERM CAPs following this                         cycle, as well as participate in the MEQC pilot program, to be able to demonstrate a good faith effort, should it be needed next cycle.  		So with your next cycle, if a state’s PERM eligibility improper payment rate is above the 3 percent allowable threshold per section 1903(u) of the Act, it would be subjected to potential payment reductions and 	disallowances.  However, if the state has taken the action it believed was needed to meet the threshold and still failed to achieve that level, the state would be eligible for a good faith waiver, as long as PERM CAP                          requirements from this current cycle, and participation in the MEQC pilot program are met.  	A state’s failure to comply with the requirements of both the MEQC pilot program and PERM CAP would be considered a failure to demonstrate a good faith effort to reduce its eligibility improper payment rate.  Again,                         absent our approval, we would not grant a good faith waiver for any state that either does not comply with the MEQC pilot program requirements or does not implement a PERM corrective action plan.   Couple other notes:The disallowance or withholding is only applicable to the State’s PERM year  - and does not extend beyond that year.Under this final rule, we will reduce a state’s FFP for medical assistance by the percentage by which the lower limit of the state’s eligibility improper payment rate (excluding underpayments) exceeds the 3 percent threshold should a state fail to demonstrate a good faith effort.  We believe that utilizing the lower limit of the improper payment rate for disallowance purposes will assist in ensuring there is reliable evidence that a state’s error rate exceeds the 3 percent threshold.  If you are wanting an example of how this would be calculated in the future should your state exceed the 3% national threshold, the graphic demonstrating this is available on the PERM website with the slides from the all-state roll out call held on July 6th. Turn over to Danielle



July 1, 2017 –June 
30, 2018

July 1, 2020 –
June 30, 2021
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November 2019
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Findings & 
CAPs Due

August 1, 2020

MEQC Review Period
January 1, 2019 December 31, 2019

Pilot Planning 
Document 

Due
November 1, 

2018
MEQC

PERM

Cycle 1 PERM & MEQC Timeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: DanielleThis slide is a visual timeline showing the MEQC timeline compared to the PERM cycle.  The PERM review period ends on June 30, 2018 and the MEQC pilot planning document is due November 1st of that same year. The MEQC review period starts in January of the next year 2019) and continues through December 2019.  Then, the MEQC pilot findings and CAP will be due August 1st of the following year, 2020.



Cycle 1 MEQC Timeline
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Cycle 1 States

• First PERM review period: July 2017 – June 2018

• MEQC planning document due: November 1, 2018

• MEQC review period: January 1 – December 31, 2019

• MEQC findings and CAP due: August 1, 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: DanielleHere is the MEQC Timeline for Cycle 1 states:Your first PERM review period will be July 2017 through June 2018 –So, that means your first MEQC pilot planning document will be due November 1, 2018.The following year is your MEQC review period which will begin on January 1, 2019 and end December 31, 2019;And, your MEQC findings and CAP will be due August 1, 2020.A website will be available to Cycle 1 states for submittal of the MEQC planning document, findings & CAPPlease note:  Potential overlap with PERM could occur throughout the MEQC pilot if a state becomes delayed during its PERM review.  This could include items like:The RC still working to gain systems access around the time the MEQC planning document is due;The PERM reviews concluding throughout the MEQC review period, along with DR and Appeals;And, the completion of the PERM CAP around the time the MEQC findings and CAP are due.CMS will work to provide flexibility for Cycle 1 states to meet their MEQC requirements if significant delays arise due to completing PERM requirements, since PERM should be the main focus for states.Also, guidance from CMS to Cycle 1 states for conducting the MEQC pilot will be forthcoming.Turn over to Wendy



• RY19 Cycle kick-off – July 26, 2017
• Complete data submission survey sent to states after kick-

off – due back in two weeks 
• PERM General Education Webinars hosted by SC- August 
• PERM+ presentations offered early August
• Data submission instructions distributed to states - August
• SC data intake sessions begin - August
• ERC Eligibility Welcome Webinars begin –

August/September
• ERC intake meetings begin with states in September
• System(s) access discussions - August

Cycle 1 Timeline
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy- I’m going to walk through the timeline starting with the cycle 1 RY19 kick off. The RY19 cycle kick off is scheduled for next Wednesday, I’ll be sending the appointment information after this meeting. Lewin will send the data submission survey to states after the cycle kick off (July 27 and they will be due back two weeks – August 9)Three general PERM educations webinars hosted by the SC begin the week of July 31, 2 presentations the week of July 31 and another presentation offered the following week to accommodate schedules.  They will send out invitations shortly. To note, all the contractors participate in the presentationPERM+ presentations offered early August for states not familiar with PERM +Data submission instructions sent to states mid-August – states review prior to Intake meetingERC hosts their eligibility specific  welcome Webinars – August/SeptemberSC State Specific Intake Meetings begin after cycle kick off – Led by Lewin, RC and ERC attend. August 15 – September 15(If asked Intake meeting held with each state to discuss:Requirements of PERM claims data submission, Medicaid and CHIP program structure, all data sources, what waiver or demonstration programs operate in the state, etc.)ERC hosts their eligibility specific  welcome Webinars – August/SeptemberERC state specific intake meetings begin with states in SeptemberERC begins discuss system access – August Important to know about your system access requirements to be prepared and give info to contractors (RC ERC) to assist in coordination so we can decrease state burden



• Select PERM or PERM+ –August
• Q1 data request 9/20 – Due October 16th
• DP, MRR/MR questionnaires sent to states –

October/November 
• Details intake meetings begin November – January for 

routine PERM states
• CMS 64/21 intake meetings
• Q2 data request 12/20 – Due January 15th
• RC system access – December
• ERC case review begins January 2018 and continue 

through April 2019

Cycle 1 Timeline (cont’d)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy- Moving along the timeline we ask states to Select PERM or PERM Plus mid-AugustThe first big milestone is for states to submit Q1 data. Lewin with send the data request 9/20 – and the Q! Data is due Oct 15 – We understand the tight turnaround and will work with each state individually to assist in any way we can. States who previously did not choose PERM+ may want to take advantage of the data submission option to lessen state burden and submit their data by the due date. We understand some states may have trouble meeting the Q1 deadline and if states need additional time to update their systems to accommodate new data fields required, we are flexible and can extend the due date but we must receive Q1 data on or before the Q2 data due date. Moving on – expect to start receiving the DP, MRR/MR questionnaires that the RC will send out around the October/November timeframeDuring the late fall, the SC will begin state specific details intake meetings for routine PERM states only during November, December, January timeframeAlso, Lewin will schedule calls to discuss the CMS 64/21 comparison – ask states to include financial staff familiar with the reports so making sure the right members Are aware of upcoming meetings to support the CMS-64/21 comparisonStarting the beginning of 2018, your second quarter data is due January 15 and you will receive the Q2 data request December 20RC system access –  usually begins December but will collaborate with ERC if possible to obtain early access and keep open access to state systems. This depends on your state specific system access requirements. If the RC isn’t able to keep access open until reviews begin, they will begin reaching out to states in December to get the ball rolling. As mentioned on the previous slide, it is really important to know about your system access requirements to be prepared and give info to contractors (RC ERC) to assist in coordination so we can decrease state burden.The final bullet here  indicates the ERC will begin case reviews in January 2018 and continue through April 2019



• RC hosts educational webinars January - March
• Medical record request begin in January
• Q3 data request March 20th – Due April 16th
• DP orientation begins early spring 2018
• SMERF orientations begin March  
• DP reviews begin April 
• Medical review begins June
• RC individual state check-in meetings June
• Q4 data request June 2 – Due July 16th

Cycle 1 Timeline (cont’d)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy- So moving along in 2018, the review contractor will begin hosting introductory general education webinars early in 2018 and run through March, including Educational Webinars for all states on medical record requests, and medical review processesMedical record request start going to providers begins in January 2018Q3 data request March 20 – Due April 15DP orientations March – April 2018 – (data processing orientations are scheduled with each state prior to reviews to review state system, special  programs (waivers, etc.), review any new systems, obtain desk aids, manuals, and other relevant material for training reviewers, and discuss tentative dates to begin reviews)SMERF system orientations begin March may start earlier based on system changes DP reviews begin AprilMedical review begins JuneRC will initiate individual state check in meetings starting in June Q4 data request June 2 – Due July 15



PERM Next Steps
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• July 2017
– Attend cycle kick-off call – July 26, 2017

• August-September 2017
– Complete universe data submission survey by August 9
– Sample sizes sent to states after the cycle kick-off
– Attend PERM General Education Webinars hosted by SC

Work with SC to schedule intake meetings
Communicate decision between PERM+ and routine PERM 
Data submission instructions distributed to states
Prepare for universe data submission
Eligibility Welcome Webinars 
Eligibility Intake Meetings
Eligibility system access

• October
– Submit Q1 data

̶
̶
̶
̶
̶
̶
̶

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: WendyThe next step for cycle 1 states is to attend the cycle kick-off call – July 26, 2017 including all staff as I mentioned previouslyI’m not going to go over each item here as we just discussed in reviewing the cycle timeline but just wanted to provide you a quick list of next steps in the next two monthsAugust-September 2017Complete universe data submission survey by August 9States receive their sample sizes sent to states after kick off Attend PERM General Education Webinars hosted by SC – 3 sessions offeredWork with SC to schedule intake meetings – first step can’t being any type of reviews without right dataCommunicate decision between PERM+ and routine PERM Data submission instructions distributed to states – state staff should review prior to intake meetingWork with ERC attend Eligibility Welcome Webinars , Eligibility Intake MeetingsProvide access to eligibility and documentation management systemsOctober -Submit Q1 dataAttend regularly scheduled and ad hoc calls to respond to data questions



Key Points
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• Training/assistance
• Participate in the cycle kick-off meetings, education 

webinars, and in monthly cycle calls with CMS
• Keep in mind states will have additional meetings as a 

result of integration
• Include eligibility staff for monthly cycle calls
• Make sure to discuss any state specific concerns during 

the intake meetings
• Collaboration essential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy- Please ask for assistance and or training early on as identified. CMS and the contractors are happy to work with states and assist as necessaryThe CMS PERM team is happy to provide individual PERM 101 training if needed and or training on the states’ SOP for new staff or new to PERMMake sure all staff participate in the cycle kick-off meetings, education webinars, and in monthly cycle calls with CMS – including ELIGIBILITY team membersPlease keep in mind you will have additional meetings as a result of eligibility reintegration including: eligibility welcome webinars – ERC eligibility intake meetings – bi weekly calls with ERC as reviews beginMake sure to include eligibility staff in the PERM monthly cycle callsPlease let us know of any state specific concerns during the intake meetingsOne last point and a big one – Collaboration is  essential  to make the cycle a success. 



Questions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wendy
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CMS PERM Contacts 

Please direct all questions related to the Regulation to 
the PERM/MEQC Regulation mailbox at 
PERM-MEQCRegulation@cms.hhs.gov

For all other cycle questions, please contact your cycle 
manager, Wendy Chesser, at 
Wendy.Chesser@cms.hhs.gov or 410-786-8519

Final Regulation located @ 
https://federalregister.gov/d/2017-13710

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Wendy- Thank you so much for attending the webinar today. If you have specific questions regarding the regulation and the regulations impact on your cycle, please send your questions to the PERM-MEQC Regulation mailbox. We have also included the link to the final regulation for your reference. That concludes today’s  webinar; Thank you all for joining today’s presentation. I look forward to speaking with you again next week during the cycle 1 kick off presentation. 

mailto:PERM-MEQCRegulation@cms.hh.gov
mailto:Wendy.Chesser@cms.hhs.gov
https://federalregister.gov/d/2017-13710
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